The Year of Silence (Open Road)

Bells
stunning,
multifaceted
novel
examines the ways in which a young
womans suicide inspires those around her
to fight for survival in New York
CityMarians drug overdose shocked her
friends, who all thought of her life as
nearly perfect. It wasnt until later that they
realized how the pressures of addiction and
her own troubled past ultimately proved to
be too much. As those closest to her reflect
on what went wrong, the story of her life
becomes a story of great loss, one that
leads to profound transformations. Her
lover, her best friend, even casual
acquaintances voice their wonder at their
place in a city inhabited by millions, but
where
everyone
often
feels
alone.Heartrending and unforgettable, The
Year of Silence is a compassionate look at
how redemption can arise from tragedy for
even the most troubled of souls.
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Australian folk rock band The Triffids from In July that year a documentary film, Australian Made: The Movie, of the
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